Gold Leaf Socks
by
Julie Clare

With enormous thanks to Brooke Nelson for the original leaf pattern design – visit her
website at http://brookenelson.com/leafscarfpattern.html	
  or the scarf pattern on
Ravelry at http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/brookes-‐column-‐of-‐leaves-‐
knitted-‐scarf-‐pattern	
  

Materials
3.25mm circular needle (or size needed to obtain guage)
1 skein 4 ply sock yarn (socks shown done in Socktopus One Knit Wonder)

Gauge and Size
9sts and 13 rows = 1” [2.5cm] in stockinette stitch. Made for an extra wide size 6 (UK)
woman’s foot.
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Instructions (for magic loop)
Cast On
Using long tail/German cast on over both needles, cast on 60 stitches and join with one
row of knit being careful not to twist.
Cuff:
Knit for 2.5” in 2x2 rib
Leg/Leaf Pattern:
Front: Knit 3 stitches, work 1st row of pattern, knit 2 and a further 1 from the back of the
sock so you have 3 knit stitches either side of the pattern on the first half of the needle.
You will now have 31 stitches on the front and 29 on the back. Knit across the back and
continue the pattern.
Row 1.
Row 2.
Row 3.
Row 4.
Row 5.
Row 6.
Row 7.
Row 8.

p2 k7 k2t yo k1 yo p1 yo k1 yo skp k7 p2
p2 k6 k2t k3 p1 k3 skp k6 p2
p2 k5 k2t k1 (yo k1) x2 p1 k1 (yo k1) x2 skp k5 p2
p2 k4 k2t k5 p1 k5 skp k4 p2
p2 k3 k2t k2 yo k1 yo k2 p1 k2 yo k1 yo k2 skp k3 p2
p2 k2 k2t k7 p1 k7 skp k2 p2
p2 k1 k2t k3 yo k1 yo k3 p1 k3 yo k1 yo k3 skp k1 p2
P2 k2tog k9 p1 k9 skp p2

NB: This is worked as an 8 row repeat across 25 stitches on the front of the sock only.
For the back of the sock just knit across. On the last row before starting heel flap put the
last stich on to the back kneedle so you have 30 stitches on each side again. Make a
note of which row of the pattern you have just done so you’re ready to pick it up
again once the heel has been worked and turned!!!
Heel Flap - Eye of Partridge:
You’ll work back and forth across the
heel flap (leaving the front stitches on
the first half of the needle) as follows.
Row 1. *Sl1, k1* repeat across ending k1
Row 2. (and all even rows) Sl1 purlwise,
purl across
Row 3. Sl2, *k1 sl1* repeat across
ending k2
Repeat until heel flap has reached sufficient length.
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Heel Turn/Short Rows:
Knit across the heel stitches until you have 10 stitches left. SKP, turn work.
Sl1purlwise and purl across until you have 10 stitches left. P2 tog, turn work.
(This should leave you with 8 stitches on either side of the gaps)
Sl1 knitwise and knit to one stitch before the gap. SKP, turn work.
Sl1 purlwise and purl to one stitch before the gap. P2 tog, turn work.
Continue until you have eaten up all the side stitches and are left with 12 stitches on
your back needle.
Knit across, place marker.
Pick Up For Gusset:
NB you’ll be picking up the slipped stitches so the amount of stitches picked up will
always be half the number of rows worked for the heel flap. I like to keep all the front
stitches on one side of the needle and all the back stitches and both sets of side
stitches on the other.
Pick up stitches on l side of heel, place marker, k across front continuing the leaf stitch
pattern, place marker, pick up stitches on r side of heel, knit across back.
Knit L side stitches. On last 3 stitches k2tog, k1, sm.
Knit across front stitches continuing pattern, sm.
K1, SSK, knit rest of R side stitches
K across back of sock.
Do the above decrease every other row until you have decreased to 30 stitches on the
back needle to match the 30 stitches on the front.
Foot:
Continue the leaf stitch pattern across the front and the plain across the back until you
are ready to start the toe.
Toe – Eye of Partridge:
Row 1. K, *k, s* finishing with a k
Row 2. K all the way around
Row 3. K, *s, k* finishing with k, k
Row 4. As row 2
Decrease rows
Row 1. K, k2t, *k, s* until last 4 then s, ssk, k
Row 2. K all the way around
Repeat these two rows until you have 12 stitches front and 12 back.
Graft the front and back together with Kitchener stitch.
Sow in ends.
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Leaf Pattern Chart
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Kick up your heels and wear with joy!!!
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